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Guidance for Resources
Taking time to focus on the good things
A resource to help individuals focus on some of the positive things going on
instead of stress/worries
What I can control resource
A useful resource for individuals that like predictability and need to feel in control.
You can look at all the examples and cut them out and decide whether they will
go in the things I can control circle or things I cant control. Feel free to add in
your own too. This is a good exercise to reiterate that even though it feels like
we don’t have control over everything there is still plenty we do have control
over.
Self esteem resources
On one page you will find one super thing I done today and my win for the day, it
is good to pick either one of these to implement, the idea is to put one thing the
person has done well that day as a confidence booster e.g. you were thoughtful
when you asked did I want a drink or you done all your English work.
Another self esteem resource is the confidence ladder, you can out small targets
to meet e.g. say hi when someone walks into the room, as targets are met the
girl/boy figure moves up the ladder and the person will collect a star for their
chart. This may not be an everyday resource as some of the targets may get
harder to achieve.
Feelings Scale
A feelings scale that can be individualised to the person using it, decide what the
faces might mean and add in examples of times the person may have felt certain
ways, you can then use it to communicate feelings by pointing or verbally
explaining
Coping Tools
A page of ideas of calm down/ regulation strategies
Grounding Keyring
A selection of grounding calming techniques that can be used anywhere, you can
print, laminate and put these on a keyring if you felt that would be useful
Positive statements
This can be useful for someone that struggles with negative thinking, in certain
situations we can try and focus on positive statements for some encouragement

Taking time out to focus on the good things
People, places or things you like

One thing you have worked hard on

What are two things you like doing in your spare time

One thing you like about your life right now

Two people you can trust and talk to about how you feel

What are three things you are looking forward to

Things I cant Control

Things I can
Control

Control Examples
Turning off the news
My attitude
What other people
think and feel

What I think and
feel
If others follow
social distancing
If I follow social
distancing

Other peoples actions
My actions
What I do if I am bored
If I am kind or mean
The weather

How long I will be off
school
Finding things I like to
do

If I finish my
schoolwork
How long I spend on
technology

Getting myself washed
and dressed
Managing my feelings
What will happen in the
future

Other peoples play

What you say to other
people

What other people say to
you

How long I wont be able
to see family and friends

One super thing I
done today was

My win for the day
was

My confidence ladder
You have earned
your stars now
Pick a reward
voucher

5

4

3

2

1

My confidence reward chart- get 5
stars for a reward

My reward will be

Feelings scale
Examples

Happy

Positive Statements

I can do
this

This will
pass

I have done
this before
and can do it
again

They are
just feelings,
they will go
away soon

Don’t rush,
I can take
things slowly

I am safe

Not all
thoughts
are true

I can use my
calming down
ideas

Its normal
to feel
worried

